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Filtering Technique to Control Member Size In Topology Design
Optimization

Tae 800 Kim, Jae Eun Kim, Je Hyun Jeong, Yoon Young Kim*
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Seoul National University,

Shinlim-Dong, San 56-1, Kwanakr Gu, Seoul 151-742, Korea

A simple and effective filtering method to control the member size of an optimized structure
is proposed for topology optimization. In the present approach, the original objective sensitiv
ities are replaced with their relative values evaluated within a filtering area. By adjusting the size
of the filtering area, the member size of an optimized structure or the level of its topological
complexity can be controlled even within a given finite element mesh. In contrast to the
checkerboard-free filter, the present filter focuses on high-frequency components of the sensi
tivities. Since the present filtering method does not add a penalty term to the objective function
nor require additional constraints, it is not only efficient but also simple to implement. Mean
compliance minimization and eigenfrequency maximization problems are considered to verify
the effectiveness of the present approach.
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1. Introduction

The main objective of topology optimization is
to improve the structural performance such as
mean compliance and eigenfrquencies. However,
some issues such as manufacturability and aesthe
tics cannot be overlooked. Unfortunately, these
issues are difficult to impose in the form of either
an objective function or a side constraint. The
motivation of this investigation is to develop an
effective member-size controlling method to meet
designers' need to address the manufacturability
and aesthetics issues.

When structures are subjected to repeated
loads, designs having simply topological connec
tivity with large member sizes are usually pre
ferred. For example, some methods such as the
multiresolution strategy (Kim and Yoon, 2000)
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can be employed to achieve this goal. On the
other hand, there appears no work yet reported to
control the maximum size of each of the structural
members. This member-size controlling issue can
be quite significant especially when manufac
turability and aesthetics are to be addressed. To
control the member size, a perimeter-controlling
method (Haber et al., 1996) or a density-slope
constraining method (Petersson and Sigmund,
1998; Zhou et al., 2001) may be employed, but
these methods are difficult to make the member
sizes of an optimized design smaller than a certain
value. In this work, we propose a simple but
powerful filtering method to control the member
size of an optimized structure.

Filtering methods (Sigmund, 1994; Park and
Youn, 1997; Youn and Park, 1997) were intro
duced earlier to suppress the unwanted formation
of checkerboard patterns. In topology optimiza
tion, two filters, a checkerboard-free filter and a
mesh-independence filter, are currently widely
used. Mathematical discussions on these filters
may be found in Bourdin (2001). The filters
modify the original sensitivities of an objective
function by passing low-frequency components of
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where M is the mass matrix and ui, (j= l, "', N;.)
are weighting factors. The advantage of using the
objective function in the form of Eq. (5) may be
found in Ma et al. (1995) and Kim and Kim
(2002) .

Using the SIMP (Solid Isotropic Material with
Penalization) approach, the ith element stiffness
and element mass matrix are written as

where Pi is the design variable associated with
the ith finite element, and N; is the number of
design variables. The symbol Vi is the volume of
the ith firiite element, and Mo is the prescribed
mass. For mean compliance minimization and
multiple eigenfrequency maximization problems,
the corresponding objective function f can be
expressed as respectively.

In Eq. (4), the force vector f and the displace
ment vector U are related by the stiffness matrix
K as Ku=f. The eigenvalue Aj in Eq. (5) is the
solution of the following equation

where K~ and M~ are the matrices for Pi= l,
and n is the penalization factor (throughout all
numerical examples, n of 2.5 is used).

In solving optimization problems described
above, various schemes have been proposed to
control the shape and topology of an optimized
structure. In what follows, a brief review of
existing methods is given.

2. Various Schemes to Control
Shape and Topology of an

Optimized Structure

them. Therefore, the application of these filters
reduces the topology complexity of an optimized
structure.

The filter which we propose for member-size
control is similar to the checkerboard-free and
the mesh-independence filters in which it also
modifies the original sensitivities of an objective
function. However, we focus on the high-fre
quency components of the sensitivity field in or
der to decrease the size of each member of an
optimized structure. To this end, the original
sensitivities are replaced with the relative sensi
tivities that are reevaluated within a given mem
ber-size filtering area. The corresponding filter
will be called the member-sizing filter. As the
area of the member-sizing filter becomes smaller,
the member size becomes smaller and a more
complex topological configuration is obtained
even in a fixed finite element mesh. We use four
node plane finite elements for the analysis, and
thus we use the checkerboard-free filter before
applying the present member-sizing filter.

As an optimizer, we use the optimality criteria
method in updating design variables. In the vi
bration-related problems, however, the optima
lity criteria should be modified since the signs of
design sensitivities may be either positive or neg
ative. In order to apply the proposed filter, we
also modify the optimality criteria by extending
the idea of Ma et al. (1993) .

Since the member-sizing filter modifies the
original sensitivity field, the functional perform
ance of the resulting design may be somewhat
deteriorated. Considering the manufacturability
and aesthetics aspects of the final optimized
design, however, this may be endured.

A structural topology optimization problem
(Bendsee and Sigmund, 2003) in finite element
formulation can be stated as

Minimize f(p) (I)

2.1 Perimeter-control
The perimeter-control method along with its

numerical implementation was given by Haber et
al. (1996). They defined a quantity that measures
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the boundary perimeter of a discretized structure

as

S=Poln!Po-PI (10)

In Eq. (9), <p),. is the difference in the design
variables along the interface of the kth finite
element having length llc and K is the number of
finite element interfaces. A small positive number
e is introduced to guarantee the differentiability
of the perimeter with respect to the design vari
ables.

The perimeter of an optimized structure is
enforced by adding a penalty function S in Eq.
(10) to the objective function. Since it is difficult
to define the desired value Po of the perimeter
of an optimized structure in advance, several
numerical experiments may be needed. With a
properly selected perimeter value Po, however,
one may obtain checkerboard-free or mesh-inde
pendent designs. Duysinx proposed to use an
additional inner loop for efficient perimeter ap
proximation (Duysinx, 1997). Beckers also ap
plied the perimeter-control to the discrete design
variable problems (Beckers, 1999).

2.2 Slope-constraint
The basic idea of the slope-constraint method

is to constrain the gradient of design variables
locally. In the work of Petersson and Sigmund
(1998). the following additional constraints (for
a two-dimensional case) are considered in opti
mization problems:

IPj+l.k-Pi.k I~ch. j=l, 2 nx-I. k=l. 2 n, (II)

IPj+l.k-Pi.k I~ch, j= I. 2, nx. k= I. 2, ny-I (12)

In Eqs. (11) and (12), j and k denote the indices
for the horizontal and the vertical locations of
the design variable in the design domain discre
tized by n« X n, finite elements. The finite ele
ment size and the upper bound of the slope of a
design variable are denoted by hand c, respec
tively. As shown in Eqs. (11) and (12), the num
ber of additional constraints is approximately
2Ne(=2nxX n y) for two-dimensional cases. Since

the additional constraints are linear, slope-con
strained topology optimization problems can be
solved efficiently by sequential linear program
ming. Like the perimeter-control, the slope-con
straint can yield checkerboard-free and mesh
independent designs. Zhou et al. (2001) proposed
an efficient algorithm that converts the constraints
Eqs. (11) and (12) into adaptive side constraints
requiring negligible computational efforts.

In comparison with filtering methods that will
be discussed below, it is worth mentioning that
both the perimeter-control and the slope-con
straint are based on the same procedure in that
the density differences are measured across finite
element interfaces. The number of the additional
constraints introduced by Eqs. (11) and (12) is
the same as Kin Eq. (9).

2.3 Filtering method
To suppress the checkerboard formation in the

pressure distribution of Stoke's flow problems,
Kikuchi et al.(1984) proposed to use 2X2 block
basis functions which serve to filter out unwanted
checkerboards. Later, Sigmund (1994) proposed
a filtering method for topology optimization. He
proposed two filters, that is a checkerboard-free
filter and a mesh-independence filter which are
similar to image filters. In the present work, we
review the mesh-independence filter since it can
cover the role of the checkerboard-free filter.

The mesh-independence filter may be expressed
as:

(pic ::J*= ~~i~Hi (Pi ::J (13)

i=l

Hi=Ym-dist(k, i), with dist(k, i) 5:,rm (14)

The weighted sensitivity Phaf / apIc of the kth
finite element is modified to (plcaf / apk) * which
is a weighted sum of the sensitivities of neigh
boring elements lying within a radius r« of a
mesh-independence filter. In Eq. (14), dist (k, i)
denotes the distance between the center of the
kth and the ith element. Rewriting Eq. (13), one
can define a transformation Tr"'m to express the
filtered design sensitivity (af / aplc) * as:
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It can be easily seen that the original values of
design sensitivities become unaltered when rm

goes to zero. An attractive aspect of this filtering
scheme is that almost the same results as those by
the perimeter-control and the slope-constraint
method can be obtained without requiring much
computational complexity.

3. Member-Sizing Filter

the average value of the neighboring sensitivities
lying within a radius r».

We note that the original value of design sensi
tivities are recovered as rs goes to infinity.
Obviously, a small value of rs will reduce the size
of structural members of an optimized structure.
Rewriting Eq. (16), one can define transforma
tion T:. acting on oj/ OPk, by which the size of
structural members can be controlled. Since the
transform T:S requires almost the same operation
as Tr":., the additional computational complexity
T;' is marginal:

n.o, f-l) =-( :tilf-l :: )=1 (21)

where f-l is the Lagrange multiplier. By intro
ducing the optimality index IL, Eq. (19) can be
rewritten as:

(17)
Ns oj

N. ~If ~P
~Pi-u- o Ie

i=1 OPi

3.2 Application to the optimality criteria
method

Using the Lagrangian function L, the opti
mality condition of the problem defined in Eqs.
(1) - (3) is stated as

L(p, f-l) =j(p) +f-lg(p) (18)

oL = oj +f-l iJg =0 (19)
iJpi iJpi iJpi

iJL
of-l =g=O (20)

In the application of the present member-sizing
filter, the mesh-independence filter and the mem
ber-sizing filter are successively applied at every
design iteration. It is worth noting that different
member sizes can be obtained by the present filter
even in a fixed finite element mesh. Since the
topological complexity of an optimized structure
is directly influenced by the member size, the
present member-sizing filter may be viewed as a
topology complexity controlling filter.

3.1 Relative evaluation of structural res
ponses

The mesh-independence filter passes, for any
value of rm. only low-frequency image com
ponents in the current design sensitivity distri
bution. From a structural point of view, this filter
serves to eliminate small-size structural com
ponents which may be obtained when a finer
finite element mesh is employed. In many struc
tural applications, robust designs avoiding too
small-size members are desirable, for which the
mesh-independence filtering technique (Sigmund,
1994) and the multi-scale multi-resolution strat
egy (Kim and Yoon, 2000) can be used. There
are some situations when the sizes of structural
components are limited by manufacturability,
and thus small-size structural components are pre
ferred. In this case, another technique may be
needed. Extending the idea presented in Jeong et
al. (200t) , we propose a simple and efficient filter
controlling structure member size.

The key idea of the present member-sizing
filter is to select the high frequency components
of a given design sensitivity field. Motivating by
this idea, we propose the following form of a
member-sizing filter:

The weighted design sensitivity Pk(oj / OPk) of
the kth finite element is reevaluated relatively to

From the optimality conditions expressed as Eqs.
(20) and (21), the updating rule of the optimality
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Filtering T~_ T:._..

ajlapi .
aglap;' z=l, 2, ... , N; (25)

4. Numerical Examples

u». j.l)=(f(p)-rJg(p» + (j.l+rJ)g(p) (
=J(p)+jJ.g(p) 24)

4.1 Static compliance minimization of the
MBB beam

As the first example, the MBB (Messerschmitt
Bolkow-Blohm) beam design problem is consi
dered. Fig. 2 illustrates the problem definition.
The applied force and material properties are
F=200,OOO and E=2.0 X 108

, 11=0.3, respective
ly. The design target is to minimize the mean
compliance subject to a 30% mass constraint.

As mentioned in section 2, the mesh-indepen
dence filter may be used as a checkerboard-free
filter. In the present work, we use r m= 1.1h for
the mesh-independence filter in order to suppress
the formation of checkerboard patterns. This
filtering may be denoted by the transform 7i~h'

More complex structures may be obtained as
the finite element mesh gets finer. However, no
drastic change has occurred as shown in Fig. 3
(For the results in Fig. 3, only the checkerboard-

where J and jJ. denote the modified objective
function and the corresponding new Lagrange
multiplier. As can be seen from Eqs. (24) and
(25), both the design sensitivities allapi and
weighted design sensitivities Pi(aJlaPi) * of the
modified objective function are always negative.
The overall procedure of the present scheme is
depicted in Fig. 1.

.shifted such that all the sensitivities become neg
ative. Thus we modify the Lagrangian function of
Eq. (18) as follows.

Modify objective function
(Design sensitivity shifting)..

Update design variables..

Design sensitivity analysis..

criteria method (Ma et al., 1993) is written as

p~m+l)=117 (p~m), j.l(m+l) p~m) (22)

such that g(p~m+l» =0 (23)

where m is the iteration number and 7J is the
damping factor to control the convergence speed.
In order to stabilize the updating procedure,
proper move limits on the design variables should
be applied.

It is well known that the procedure mentioned
above is valid only if all of the design sensitivi
ties ajI apt of the objective function have nega
tive signs. For some cases such as vibration pro
blems, however, the design sensitivities ajI apt
may have both positive and negative signs. In
these cases, the optimality criteria method needs
to be modified by shifting the design sensitivities
(Ma et al., 1993).

The member-sizing filter described in Eq.
(17) requires that the signs of all the weighted
design sensitivities Pt(ajI apt) be the same. If
the weighted design sensitivities have both posi
tive and negative signs, the denominator in Eq.
(17) may be vanishingly small. If this is the case,
the weighted sensitivities (aj/OPt) * may be un
stable.

In order to satisfy the requirements invoked by
the optimality criteria and the present member
sizing filter, the weighted design sensitivities are

Convergence check

I'.:l

Fig. 2 Initial design domain of the MBB beam

..
~

Fig.1 Topology optimization procedure using fil

ters (mesh-independence or checkerboard

free filter Tr":., member-sizing filter T;s)

24 Designdomain

120

1= 1.5~
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free filter is employed.). Since the mesh-indepen

dence and/or the checkerboard-free filtering
smears out the high-frequency components of an
image, the relative dominance of design sensitiv
ities in a local area cannot be emphasized. Since

the present member-sizing filter emphasizes the
local dominance of member, however, small-size
members can be obtained.

The results obtained after the application of the
present member-sizing filter are shown in Fig. 4.
Since the member-sizing filter is based on the
concept opposite to the checkerboard-free filter,
the application of the member-sizing filter alone
results in severe checkerboard patterns, as illu
strated in Fig. 4(a). Thus we incorporate the

checkerboard filtering scheme into the member
sizing filter as :

(:;J*=T:.onlh (:;J=T:. (nIh (:;J) (26)

( :;; ).=71~h 0 T:. (:;;) =71~h ( T:. ( :;; )) (27)

~"'" "".;'.-4; " "'," .... '" " ..

" . _~. '\ "'. .'_ 1==(a) 16X 80 mesh (h=2.2)

V\fi1f5J\J
(b) 32X 160 mesh (h= 1.0)

Figures 4 (b) and 4 (c) show the effects of the
composed filters defined in Eqs. (26) and (27),

(a) Using the member-sizing filter (Tl.) alone

(b) Using the checkerboard-free filter followed by
the member-sizing filter (Tl. 0 T1'!lh)

(c) Using the member-sizing filter followed by the
checkerboard-free filter (Tl'!lh 0 Tl.)

Fig. 4 Results of the MBB beam design with r8=6.0

(mesh: 48X240)

k'\i1.til'\J
(a) r8=co (No filtering)

(b) rs= 12.0

(c) 48X240 mesh (h=0.5)

V\fi1f5J\J
(d) 64X 320 mesh (h=0.25)

~
(e) 128X640 mesh (h=0.125)

Fig. 3 Results of the MBB beam design problem
with the varying element size h

(c) rs=6.0

(d) r8=3.0

(e) rs= 1.5

Fig. 5 Results of the MBB beam design with the var
ying value of rs (48X240 mesh, Tis 0 T,'!lh )
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Table I The values of the objective function for
varying values of radius r, of the member
sizing filter

respectively. We use Ys=6.0 to obtain the results

shown in Fig. 4. Regardless of the application

order of the two filters, almost the same results,

having no checkerboard, are obtained. Com

paring the results in Figs. 4 (b) and 4(c) with

that in Fig. 3 (c), one can see that more complex

structures are obtained when a member-sizing

filter (Ys<co) is applied.

In Fig. 5, the effects of the radius r» of the
member-sizing filter are investigated. It is clear

that the structural member size is controlled by

the value of r». The objective function values

are listed in Table I for different values of the

radius rs. Table I shows that the value of the

objective function increases as the value of r,
decreases. Obviously, this is because any filtering

method restricts the design space and the lower

value of rs restricts the space tighter. However,

the reduction in the objective function value can

be compensated by the achievement of the struc

tural member of a desired size.

o
Point mass

Base structure-
Design domain

t= 1

16

1/1/

80

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 (a) Initial design domain of a two-dimen
sional beam and (b) Its first four eigenmodes
(160X 32 mesh, element size h=0.5)

35876

39366

36763

35131

47759

Objective function
(Mean compliance)rs

1.5

3.0

6.0

12.0

co (No filtering)

4.2 Multiple eigenfrequency maximization

of a two-dimensional beam
In this case study, the reinforcement of a two

dimensional beam to maximize eigenfrequencies

is dealt with. The design objective is to maxi

mize the first four eigenfrequencies. The design

problem is subject to a 30% mass constraint. The

initial design domain is shown in Fig. 6(a) and

its first four eigenmodes are plotted in Fig. 6 (b).

The third eigenmode in Fig. 6(b) is a local mode.

To find the initial eigenmodes shown in Fig. 6,

the uniform density of p=0.3 is used for all the

elements in the design domain. Each point mass

at ten locations shown in Fig. 6 (a) weights 20.0,

and material properties used for the design

domain are £=2.0 X 108
, 11=0.3. The function

defined in Eq. (5) with Wl=···=W4=1.0 is used

as the objective function.

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained with different

values of r». As in the compliance minimization

problem, the member size becomes smaller as the

value of r, becomes smaller. The eigenfrequencies

obtained with different values of r s are given in

Table 2. It is remarked that the improvement in

the lower eigenfrequencies is not so significant
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Table 2 Eigenfrequency changes with varying r,

Initial value
Ys=OO

Ys=8.0 Ys=4.0
(N0 filtering)

1st eigenfrequency (Hz) 3.46
4.37 4.04 3.94

(+26.3%) (+16.76%) (+13.87%)

2nd eigenfrequency (Hz) 12.88
17.78 19.16 18.41

(+38.0%) (+48.76%) (+42.93%)

3rd eigenfrequency (Hz) 21.88
28.28 25.10 23.10

(+29.3%) (+14.71%) (+5.58%)

4th eigenfrequency (Hz) 26.01
34.98 46.14 44.28

(+34.5%) (+ 77.39%) (+70.24%)

Optimal reinforcement of a two-dimensional
beam with respect to its first four eigenfre
quencies References
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sensitivity relatively to the average sensmvity

within a prescribed radius of the member-sizing

filter. Several numerical examples have confirmed

that the member size can be effectively controlled

by the proposed filter; the smaller the filter radius

is, the finer the member size becomes. Due to

marginal computational efforts required in the

present filtering process, the present technique can

be effective even for large-scale industrial design

problems. The member-sizing filter developed in

this work is expected to play some roles in the

design of buildings and civil structures where

aesthetics is also a very important issue.

(c) rs=4.0(b) Ys=8.0(a)

Fig. 7

as r, becomes smaller. On the other hand, the

improvement in the third and fourth eigenfre

quencies is noticeable as rs becomes smaller.

Again, it is clear that the present member-sizing

filter can control the member size of an optimized

structure successfully.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new filter to control the member

size of an optimized structure has been proposed.

The present member-sizing filter reevaluates the
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